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Abstract

The cognitive view on deception proposes that lying comes with a cognitive cost. This view is supported by the finding that lying typically takes longer than truth telling. Event-related potentials (ERPs) provide a means to unravel the cognitive processes underlying this cost. Using a mock-crime design, the current study ($n = 20$) investigated the effects of deception on the Contingent Negative Variation (CNV), the Lateralized Readiness Potential (LRP), the Correct Response Negativity (CRN), and the stimulus-locked N200 and P300 components. In line with previous research, lying resulted in more errors, longer reaction times (RTs) and longer RT standard deviations compared to truthful responses. A marginally significant effect suggested a stronger CNV for the anticipation of lying compared to the anticipation of truth telling. There were no significant deception effects on the stimulus- and the response-locked LRPs. Unexpectedly, we found a significantly larger CRN for truth telling compared to lying. Additional analyses revealed an enhanced N200 and a decreased P300 for lying compared to truth telling. Our results support the cognitive load hypothesis for lying, yet are mixed regarding the response conflict hypothesis. Results are discussed with regard to the specific characteristics of our design and their theoretical and applied implications.
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1. Introduction

For a long time, researchers and practitioners have relied on the assumption that deception is accompanied by heightened emotional arousal. Yet, the robustness and specificity of the link between deception and arousal have been criticized (Lykken, 1998; National Research Council, 2003; Vrij et al., 2006; Vrij et al., 2011). Therefore, in the last decade, there has been renewed interest in a cognitive approach to deception. The central idea is that lying is cognitively more demanding than truth telling (DePaulo et al., 2003; Vrij et al., 2006; Zuckerman et al., 1981). More specifically, it has been reasoned that the formulation of a credible lie requires that the truth is kept active in working memory. The activated truth response then conflicts with the to-be-given lie response, requiring response monitoring and inhibition processes (Christ et al., 2009; Seymour & Schumacher, 2009; Spence et al., 2001; Verschuere & De Houwer, 2011; Walczyk et al., 2003). Finally, task switching enables changing between truthful and deceptive responses. So far, several lines of research support this cognitive view of deception (Christ et al., 2009; Vrij et al., 2011).

Event-related potentials (ERPs) provide an attractive means to study the cognitive processes involved in deception more closely. Of specific relevance in this context are studies using the Contingent Negative Variation (CNV; Brunia et al., 2012; Walter et al., 1964). The CNV is a slow negative-going brain potential, evolving after a cue and before an imperative stimulus. It is thought to reflect processes of anticipation and response preparation. Using different paradigms and stimuli, three deception studies found an enhanced CNV for lying compared to truth telling (Dong & Wu, 2010; Fang et al., 2003; Sun et al., 2011). In the study by Fang et al. (2003), participants were instructed to deceptively deny knowledge of familiar target faces, and to truthfully admit knowledge of other familiar faces and deny knowledge of unknown faces. In the study by Sun et al. (2011), participants chose for their own financial gain whether to truthfully or deceptively evaluate banknotes as genuine. Dong and Wu (2010) instructed participants to truthfully or deceptively indicate the attractiveness of faces. In line with the cognitive theory of deception, authors of all three studies interpreted these CNV deception effects as indication for a higher effortful involvement and higher cognitive load for lying compared to truth telling. It should, however, be noticed that in the three studies, the CNV was measured after participants had already been given all stimulus information necessary to prepare their correct deceptive responses. As a consequence, the CNV in these studies did not purely measure the anticipation of lying and truth telling, but
this anticipation was already combined with stimulus processing and (motor) preparation of the correct response.

Another component that has attracted attention in the context of lying is the Correct Response Negativity (CRN; Vidal et al., 2003; Vidal et al., 2000). The CRN is closely related to the error-related negativity (ERN), a negative ERP component at fronto-central electrodes along the midline, peaking 0-100 ms after an incorrect response (Falkenstein et al., 1991; Gehring et al., 1993). Although initially attributed to error-detection (e.g., Coles et al., 2001), the discovery of a similar - albeit smaller - negative peak after correct responses challenged this view and led to the proposal that both components serve a more general conflict-monitoring function (Botvinick et al., 2001). Within deception research, it has been found that deceptive compared to truthful responding elicited a stronger CRN (also referred to as Medio-Frontal Negativity), which had been attributed to stronger response-monitoring demands for deceptive responses (Dong et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2004, 2005; Johnson et al., 2008; Kireev et al., 2008). Johnson et al. (2004; 2005) employed an old/new word paradigm, in which participants had to sometimes correctly and sometimes incorrectly indicate recognition of old words. Johnson et al. (2008) instructed participants to lie about their attitudes towards well-known persons. Dong et al. (2010) instructed participants to make honest or deceptive evaluations of the attractiveness of face stimuli. However, although those studies found and replicated the effect with different paradigms and stimuli, none of the four studies created a more realistic deception situation in which participants were actually motivated to lie successfully. The only study that used an incentive for successful lying was a study by Kireev et al. (2008), in which participants responded truthfully or deceitfully (i.e., to indicate the directions of arrows with button presses either correctly or incorrectly) with the purpose to win money by ‘deceiving’ a computer. Yet, the sample size of their study was relatively small (n = 13; Simmons et al., 2011), and - as in the CNV study of Sun et al. (2011) - participants could freely choose between truth telling and lying, which made it impossible to differentiate between intentional lies and behavioral errors.

The aim of the present study was to replicate effects of previous studies, yet with a paradigm that enables maximal experimental control. More specifically, we used a Sheffield Lie Test (Spence et al., 2001; based on the Differentiation of Deception paradigm by Furedy et al., 1988). Unlike in many other deception paradigms (e.g., CQT; Reid, 1947), the experimental and control conditions here only differ in the crucial variable: Deception. Originally combined with recordings of the autonomic nervous system, the paradigm has
more recently also been used to measure neural and behavioral effects of deceptive responding (Spence et al., 2001). In the Sheffield Lie Test, participants are presented with stimuli, as for instance simple yes/no questions, and instructed to lie or tell the truth depending upon a color cue. By lying and telling the truth on the same set of questions, each stimulus forms its own control. In line with the view that lying is cognitively more demanding than truth telling, behavioral studies using this paradigm have consistently shown that lying is more error-prone than truth telling and associated with longer and more variable response latencies (Debey et al., 2012; Farrow et al., 2010; Fullam et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2012; Van Bockstaele et al., 2012; Verschuere et al., 2011). In our version of the Sheffield Lie Test, participants gave speeded yes/no responses to mock-crime and control questions using left and right button presses. A question was presented (e.g., “Did you steal a…”) for 2000 ms, followed by a truth (T) or lie (L) cue. The cue was replaced after 1500 ms by a keyword (e.g., “cd-rom?”), allowing participants to respond. This setup allowed us to measure the CNV during the pure anticipation of lying and truth telling, without the interference of processing of the crucial stimuli or (motor) preparation of the correct response.

The setup of the current study also allowed us to measure the CRN after deceptive and truthful responses. It also allowed us to investigate another ERP component that has not been investigated in the context of deception before: The Lateralized Readiness Potential (LRP; for a review see Smulders & Miller, 2012). The LRP is a negative potential over the primary motor cortex (M1), contralateral to the responding hand that starts before the response is emitted. It reflects the time at which one hand is activated over the other in the preparation of a unimanual overt response. Crucially, this allows tracking covert response-competition processes before the overt motor response has occurred. In many ‘conflict’ paradigms (e.g. Gratton et al., 1988), initial activation of the incorrect response was shown to precede later correct response activation. Whereas the stimulus-locked LRP indicates the duration of processes occurring before the start of the correct response-activation, including stimulus-processing and response competition, the response-locked LRP interval indicates the duration of processes that occur after activation of the correct response. Based on the idea that during lying, the truth is initially activated and conflicts with the lie, we expected the stimulus-locked LRP to reveal an initial activation of the (incorrect) truthful response during lying.

Following up on the suggestion of a reviewer, we further extended our analyses and included two additional components: the N200 and the P300. The N200 is a negative-going component that occurs around 200 – 350 ms post-stimulus and is found primarily over
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anterior scalp sites. It has been hypothesized to be involved in executive cognitive control, and more specifically in conflict detection (Folstein & Van Petten, 2008; Van Veen & Carter, 2002). The P300 component (Sutton et al., 1965) occurs around 300 – 800 ms post-stimulus and is found mostly over posterior scalp sites. It has been mostly studied in oddball paradigms, in which it is thought to reflect increased attention towards rare, novel or salient stimuli (Polich, 2011). It has also been shown to be influenced by cognitive load (Isreal et al., 1980a,b; Kramer et al., 1985; Wickens et al., 1983). A previous study of Hu et al. (2011) used a slightly different variant of the Sheffield Lie Test, in which participants indicated recognition of self- and other-related information equally often truthfully and deceptively. The authors observed an increased fronto-central N200, and a decreased fronto-central P300 for lying compared to truth telling, which they interpreted as indication that compared to truth telling, lying comes with increased response conflict and enhanced cognitive load, respectively (see also Johnson et al., 2003, 2005; Wu et al., 2009). In our extra analyses, we examined whether these results replicate in our data.

In sum, in the current study, we aimed at replicating and extending previous ERP deception results with a deception paradigm that guarantees maximal experimental control. In order to create a situation that mimics forensic contexts, we used a mock-crime procedure in which participants performed one mock-crime and planned another mock-crime (i.e., criminal intention). The latter was implemented to contribute to an emerging research line that investigates whether classical deception findings can be extended from deception about already performed acts (e.g., crimes) to deception about merely planned ones (e.g., Clemens et al., 2011; Granhag & Knieps, 2011; Meijer et al., 2010; Meixner & Rosenfeld, 2011; Noordraven & Verschuere, 2013). To increase motivation, participants were promised an extra financial reward for hiding their true acts. Based on previous research and the cognitive processes that were proposed to underlie deception, we expected the following: (1) a more negative CNV after lie cues compared to truth cues, (2) an initial deflection of the stimulus-locked LRP in the direction of the incorrect truth response in lie trials and no such deflection in truth trials, (3) a stronger CRN after lie responses compared to truth responses, and (4) an increased N200 and a decreased P300 for lying compared to truth telling.

2. Method

2.1. Participants
Twenty students (15 female) from Maastricht University participated for a monetary reward (30€). All participants were right-handed, free of neurological disorders, and reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All gave written informed consent. No participant exceeded the general mean error rate plus 2.5 $SD$’s ($M = 12.94$, $SD = 9.36$). The mean age of the participants was 21.65 ($SD = 3.15$, range from 18 - 28).

2. 2. Mock crime procedure

Participants were informed that they had to plan and commit two mock crimes. For the first mock crime, participants were instructed to go to the second floor of the building, find the kitchen and steal a CD-ROM, which was left on the microwave. For the second mock crime, participants were instructed to go to the third floor, find the computer room and steal a USB-Stick, which was left on the scanner. The order of the two mock crimes was counterbalanced across participants. After receiving the instructions for the first mock crime, participants were given some time to “plan” the crime. Planning included thinking about how they would perform the crime and writing down the most important steps. They then executed the first crime, returned to the laboratory, and received the instructions for the second crime. When planning of the second crime was completed and participants were about to leave the laboratory, they were informed that there was a slight change in the procedure and that they had to complete a lie detection test first, before executing the second crime. During this test, stimuli relating to both crimes were presented. Participants did not execute the second crime, but were debriefed after the test. Thus, all participants planned two mock crimes, but performed only one.

Instructions for both crimes were delivered in an envelope and participants were (incorrectly) told that the experimenter did not know which mock crimes they would commit. They were explained that the purpose of the experiment was to derive from their data which mock crime they had committed and which they had planned. They were also told that if they succeeded in hiding this, they would receive an extra reward of 5 Euro. At the end of the experiment, everyone was debriefed and received the extra reward, independent of performance.

2. 3. Experimental design and stimuli

The experimental task was presented with E-prime 2.0, with stimuli presented in Arial font in the center of a black 17-inch computer screen. As stimuli, four different categories of
crime-related questions were used, with 20 different questions in each category. The first two
categories consisted of questions concerning (1) the enacted mock crime (e.g., “Did you steal
a cd-rom?”), and (2) the planned mock crime (e.g., “Are you planning to steal a usb stick?”).
To avoid that the truth answer was always affirmative, we also used control questions
concerning two mock crimes they (3) did not commit (e.g., “Did you steal a bag?”) and (4)
did not plan to commit (e.g., “Are you planning to steal a key?”).

The task was an adaptation of the Sheffield Lie Test (Spence et al., 2001). Participants
gave speeded yes/no responses to all questions using left and right button presses. The crucial
changes of the paradigm include the presentation of the sentences in two parts to enable faster
responding, the use of a Lie/Truth cue before the actual stimulus as a partially informative
cue, and the implementation of a response deadline to motivate participants to respond as fast
as possible. Unlike many studies using the Sheffield Lie Test, we did not present yes/no
response labels on the screen. This was done to avoid systematic eye movements that may
confound LRP effects (see Smulders & Miller, 2012). Our experimental design is depicted in
Figure 1.

- INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE -

Initially, the first part of a question was presented (e.g., “Did you steal a…”) for 2000
ms, followed by a truth (T) or lie (L) cue. The cue was replaced after 1500 ms by a keyword
(e.g., “cd-rom”), allowing participants to respond. The response deadline was set to 2000 ms.
If participants did not respond before the deadline, the words “Too late” were presented on
the screen for 700 ms. If participants responded in time, a black screen was presented for 700
ms. After that, the inter trial interval varied randomly between 300 and 900 ms. Note that
although the cue is partially informative in the sense that it gives information about the task
the participant has to perform (lying or truth telling), it does not deliver any information about
the hand with which the participant has to respond (to avoid early lateralized motor
processes).

2.4. Data acquisition, reduction and analysis

Error rates, RTs, and the standard deviation of the RTs were used as behavioral
indices. RTs were measured from the onset of the keyword until the response was made.
Responses exceeding the response deadline were discarded (2.29%). For the RT analysis,
errors were discarded. To reduce the impact of outlying values, reaction times more than 2.5
standard deviations from the mean per subject and condition (Ratcliff, 1993) were also removed from the RT analysis (2.13% of all trials with correct responses).

The EEG was continuously recorded from 12 Ag/AgCl electrodes located at standard electrode positions (Fz, FCz, Cz, Pz, Oz, FC1, FC2, FC3, FC4, C3, C4, and the right mastoid, A2) of the International 10-20 system (Jasper, 1958), with a sample rate of 200 Hz. All leads were online referenced to the left mastoid (A1). Horizontal electrooculograms (HEOGs) were recorded from F9 and F10 and vertical electrooculograms (VEOGs) from Fp2 and below the right eye. AFz served as ground electrode. Electrode impedances were kept below 5 kΩ. The signal was filtered online with a 0.016 high pass filter. All leads were offline re-referenced to an average of A1 and A2. ERP’s of interest were computed using the following sequence: (1) applying a bandpass filter (0.016 – 35 Hz) to the continuous data (EEG channels), (2) -1800 / +2500 ms segmentation around the keyword, thereby also including the cue and a minimum of +500 ms after the response; including only correct responses within the response deadline, RT < 2000 ms), (3) baseline correction over whole epoch, (4) ocular artifact correction using the Gratton-Coles procedure (Gratton et al., 1983), (5) baseline correction over whole epoch, (6) artifact rejection (all trials containing voltage steps exceeding 50 µV/ms and a maximal difference of values of 200 µV in intervals of 1000 ms), (7a) for the CNV: baseline correction (-200 ms to cue), segmentation -200/+1500 around the cue and average trials for each experimental condition separately; (7b) for the S-locked LRP: baseline correction (-200 to keyword), segmentation -200 ms / +2000 ms around the keyword and average trials for each experimental condition and left and right hand responses separately; (7c) for the CRN: segmentation -200 ms / +1000 ms around the response, baseline correction (-200 ms to response), segmentation and average trials for each experimental condition separately; (7d) for the N200 and P300: baseline correction (-200 to keyword), segmentation -200 ms / +2000 ms around the keyword and average trials for each experimental condition and left and right hand responses separately.

For each of the components, the mean activity within the respective crucial time window at the respective electrodes was calculated. For the CNV, the mean activity at Fz, FCz, and Cz was calculated during the 1000 to 1500 ms interval after the onset of the cue. The LRP was computed for the electrodes C3 and C4, using the following formula of Coles (1989): [(C4(t) - C3(t))left hand + (C3(t) - C4(t))right hand] / 2, with C3(t) and C4(t) denoting the digitized scalp potentials at C3 and C4 for multiple time points. For the stimulus-locked LRP, the mean activity during the 300 to 600 ms interval and the 600 to 900 ms
interval after the onset of the stimulus was calculated. For the CRN, the mean activity during the 0 to 100 ms interval after the correct response was calculated at Fz, FCz, Cz, and Pz. For the N200, the mean activity at Fz, FCz, and Cz was calculated during the 250 to 350 ms interval after the onset of the keyword. For the P300, the mean activity at Fz, FCz, Cz, Pz, and Oz was calculated during the 350 to 800 ms interval after the onset of the keyword. The selection of electrodes and crucial time intervals was based on converging results in previous research as well as on visual inspection of the current data.

To circumvent the potentially problematic sphericity assumption of univariate repeated measures analyses, multivariate analyses were used. 2 (Deception: truth vs. lie) x 2 (Enactment: enacted vs. intended crime) MANOVA’s were performed on the behavioral data, whereas the MANOVA’s on the ERP data contained the extra factor Electrode if necessary. The standardized mean difference d was calculated as a measure of effect size, and Cohen’s f was calculated as effect size for interactions1. As a rule of thumb, 0.20, 0.50 and 0.80 were proposed as thresholds for “small”, “moderate” and “large” effects of d, and 0.10, 0.25, and 0.40 as thresholds for “small”, “moderate” and “large” effects of f (Cohen, 1988, 1992).

Because we used a repeated measures design, we corrected d for intercorrelations (Cohen’s d for paired data; e.g., Morris & DeShon, 2002)2.

3. Results

3.1. Behavioral data

Error rates, reaction times (RT), and RT standard deviations were analyzed with a 2 (Deception: truth vs. lie) x 2 (Enactment: enacted vs. intended crime) repeated measures MANOVA.3 The 2 x 2 MANOVA on error percentage revealed a significant main effect of Deception, F(1, 19) = 30.97, p < .001, d = 1.24, 95% CI [0.66, 1.83], with a higher error rate (%) in the lie condition (M = 16.94, SD = 12.31) compared to the truth condition (M = 8.93, SD = 6.66). The Enactment effect and the interaction effect were not significant, F’s < 1. The 2 x 2 MANOVA on reaction times indicated a significant main effect of Deception F(1, 19) = 73.36, p < .001, d = 1.91, 95% CI [1.18, 2.65], with longer RTs (in milliseconds) in the lie condition (M = 784, SD =104) compared to the truth condition (M = 680, SD = 85). The

---

1 We calculated the effect size f using the following formula: $f = \sqrt{\eta_p^2/(1-\eta_p^2)}$

2 We calculated the effect size d using the following formula: $d = M_1-M_2/\sqrt{(SD_1^2+SD_2^2-2*r_{12}*SD_1*SD_2)}$

3 We calculated the effect size d using the following formula: $d = M_1-M_2/\sqrt{(SD_1^2+SD_2^2-2*r_{12}*SD_1*SD_2)}$

4 Both question types (enacted/planned crime versus control crime) were taken into the analyses. Because there was no significant interaction of Question type with Deception or Enactment in our analyses, the factor Question type was dropped.
Enactment effect and the interaction effect were not significant, $F$’s $< 2.36$. The 2 x 2 MANOVA on the **RT standard deviations** revealed a significant main effect of Deception, $F(1, 19) = 5.13$, $p < .05$, $d = 0.51$, 95% CI [0.04, 0.97], with a higher mean RT standard deviation in the lie condition ($M = 259$, $SD = 46$) compared to the truth condition ($M = 247$, $SD = 44$). The Enactment effect and the interaction effect were not significant, $F$’s $< 1$.

### 3.2. ERP data

#### 3.2.1. CNV

Visual inspection of the grand average waveforms revealed a **CNV** at all three electrodes, starting around 1000 ms after the presentation of the cue (Figure 2). Furthermore, visual inspection suggested a difference between truth telling and lying in CNV at the frontal electrodes.

- INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE -

The mean activity for the CNV in the interval between 1000 and 1500 ms was analyzed with a 2 (Deception: truth vs. lie) x 2 (Enactment: enacted vs. intended crime) x 3 (Electrode: Fz vs. FCz vs. Cz) MANOVA. There were no significant main effects of Deception, $F(1, 19) = 1.71$, $p = .206$, $d = 0.29$, 95% CI [-0.16, 0.74], or Enactment, $F(1, 19) = 0.00$, $p = .953$, $d = 0.01$, 95% CI [-0.43, 0.45]. The significant main effect of Electrode, $F(2, 18) = 4.39$, $p < .05$ was subsumed under the significant interaction effect of Deception x Electrode, $F(2, 18) = 3.69$, $p < .05$, $f = 0.64$. All other effects were not significant, all $F$’s $< 1.90$. Paired sample t-tests on the difference between the truth and the lie condition at every electrode revealed a marginally significant effect for a more negative CNV for the lie condition compared to the truth condition at Fz, $t(19) = 1.98$, $p = .062$, $d = 0.44$, 95% CI [-0.02, 0.90], and no significant effects at the other two electrodes, $t$’s $< 1.36$.

#### 3.2.2. Stimulus-locked LRP

The grand average waveforms of the **stimulus-locked LRP** revealed a clear LRP in both truth conditions starting around 250 ms after the keyword. Compared to the LRPs in the truth conditions, the LRPs in the lie conditions appeared flatter and slower rising (Figure 3). We did not observe an initial activation towards the incorrect truth response in both lie conditions.

- INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE -
As the visual inspection of the grand averages of the stimulus-locked LRPs suggested differences between truth and lie conditions between 300 - 600 ms and between 600 - 900 ms, mean activity in both interval was analyzed with a 2 (Deception: truth vs. lie) x 2 (Enactment: enacted vs. intended crime) MANOVA. For the 300 - 600 ms interval, there were no significant main effects of Deception, $F(1, 19) = 0.02, p = .889, d = 0.03, 95\% \text{ CI } [-0.41, 0.47]$, or Enactment, $F(1, 19) = 0.39, p = .542, d = 0.14, 95\% \text{ CI } [-0.30, 0.58]$. There was also no significant interaction effect, $F(1, 19) = 0.70, p = .413, f = 0.19$. For the 600 - 900 ms interval, there were no significant main effects of Deception, $F(1, 19) = 2.20, p = .154, d = 0.33, 95\% \text{ CI } [-0.19, 0.78]$, or Enactment, $F(1, 19) = 0.05, p = .826, d = 0.05, 95\% \text{ CI } [-0.39, 0.49]$. There was also no significant interaction effect, $F(1, 19) = 0.73, p = .402, f = 0.20$.

To explore further possible deception effects, exploratory analyses were run on the response-locked LRPs as well as on the onsets of stimulus- and response-locked LRPs. As we did not have any a-priori hypotheses and the analyses did not yield clear results, they are reported in the appendix.

### 3.2.3. CRN

Visual inspection of the grand average waveforms of the CRN revealed a negative peak around 50 ms after correct responses (Figure 4).

The mean activity for the CRN in the interval between 0 and 100 ms was analyzed with a 2 (Deception: Truth vs. Lie) x 2 (Enactment: enacted vs. intended crime) x 4 (Electrode: Fz vs. FCz vs. Cz vs. Pz) MANOVA. There was no significant main effect of Enactment, $F(1, 19) = 0.26, p = .615, d = 0.11, 95\% \text{ CI } [-0.33, 0.55]$. The main effects of Electrode, $F(3, 17) = 25.15, p < .001$, and Deception, $F(1, 19) = 5.33, p < .05, d = 0.52, 95\% \text{ CI } [0.05, 0.98]$, were subsumed under the Deception x Electrode interaction effect, $F(3, 17) = 3.81, p < .05, f = 0.82$. There were no other significant interaction effects, all $F$’s $< 1$. Paired sample t-tests on the difference between the truth and the lie condition at every electrode revealed a more negative CRN for the truth condition compared to the lie condition at Fz, $t(19) = 3.09, p < .01, d = 0.69, 95\% \text{ CI } [0.20, 1.18]$, and FCz, $t(19) = 2.30, p < .05, d = 0.53, 95\% \text{ CI } [0.06, 1.00]$, and a tendency towards a significant effect in the same direction at Cz.

---

4 Note that we also explored LRP results at FC3/FC4. Including the LRP at these electrodes in our analyses did not change the pattern of results.
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\( t(19) = 1.76, p = .094, d = 0.39, 95\% \text{ CI } [-0.06, 0.85]. \) The difference in the same direction at Pz was not significant, \( t(19) = 1.39, p = .182, d = 0.31, 95\% \text{ CI } [-0.09, 0.71]. \)

3.2.4. N200 and P300

Visual inspection of the grand average waveforms revealed a **N200** around 300 ms after the keyword at fronto-central electrodes and a **P300** around 400 ms after the keyword at the parietal electrode (Figure 5).

The mean activity for the N200 in the interval between 250 and 350 was analyzed with a 2 (Deception: Truth vs. Lie) x 2 (Enactment: enacted vs. intended crime) x 3 (Electrode: Fz vs. FCz vs. Cz) MANOVA. There was no significant main effect of Enactment, \( F(1, 19) = 0.09, p = .774, d = 0.06, 95\% \text{ CI } [-0.37, 0.50]. \) There was a significant effect of Electrode, \( F(2, 18) = 12.90, p < .001, \) and a marginally significant effect of Deception, \( F(1, 19) = 4.30, p = .052, d = 0.46, 95\% \text{ CI } [0.00, 0.93], \) with a more negative N200 for the lie condition compared to the truth condition. There was a marginally significant interaction of Deception x Electrode, \( F(2, 18) = 2.99, p = .076, f = 0.58. \) All other interaction effects were not significant, all \( F's < 1.03. \) Paired sample t-tests on the difference between the truth and the lie condition at every electrode revealed a more negative N200 for the lie condition compared to the truth condition at FCz, \( t(19) = 2.23, p < .05, d = 0.50, 95\% \text{ CI } [0.03, 0.96], \) and marginally significant differences in the same direction at Fz, \( t(19) = 1.79, p = .089, d = 0.40, 95\% \text{ CI } [-0.06, 0.85], \) and Cz, \( t(19) = 2.07, p = .052, d = 0.46, 95\% \text{ CI } [0.00, 0.92]. \)

The mean activity for the P300 in the interval between 350 and 800 was analyzed with a 2 (Deception: Truth vs. Lie) x 2 (Enactment: enacted vs. intended crime) x 5 (Electrode: Fz vs. FCz vs. Cz vs. Pz vs. Oz) MANOVA. There was no significant main effect of Enactment, \( F(1, 19) = 0.07, p = .797, d = 0.06, 95\% \text{ CI } [-0.38, 0.50]. \) The main effects of Electrode, \( F(3, 17) = 36.01, p < .001, \) and Deception, \( F(1, 19) = 4.28, p = .052, d = 0.46, 95\% \text{ CI } [0.00, 0.92], \) were subsumed under the significant Deception x Electrode interaction, \( F(4, 16) = 7.23, p < .01, f = 1.34. \) There were no other significant interaction effects, all \( F's < 1. \) Paired sample t-tests on the difference between the truth and the lie condition at every electrode revealed a smaller (i.e., less positive) P300 for the lie condition compared to the truth condition at FCz, \( t(19) = 2.24, p < .05, d = 0.50, 95\% \text{ CI } [0.04, 0.97], \) Cz, \( t(19) = 3.03, p < .01, d = 0.68, 95\% \)
CI [0.19, 1.26], and Pz, \( t(19) = 2.28, p < .05, d = 0.51, 95\% CI [0.04, 0.98] \). Differences at Fz and Oz were not significant, \( t's < 1.17 \).

4. Discussion

Lying comes at a cognitive cost, as indexed by prolonged RTs for lying compared to truth telling. The current study aimed to validate this finding with ERPs and to elucidate the cognitive processes underlying this cost. In the current study, we used a mock crime procedure with both an executed as well as a merely planned crime, and extended the Sheffield Lie Test to measure different event-related components: the CNV, the LRP, the CRN, the N200, and the P300.

In line with our hypothesis and earlier research (Dong & Wu, 2010; Fang et al., 2003; Sun et al., 2011), the analysis of the CNV revealed a marginally significant effect with a more negative CNV for lying compared to truth telling. However, in contrast to earlier studies, the effect was restricted to Fz and only of small to medium size (\( d = 0.44, 95\% CI [-0.02, 0.90] \)). We calculated Cohen’s \( d \) for those earlier studies by using the \( F \)-values reported for the lie-truth contrasts in the intervals and over the electrodes that showed an effect in the particular studies. This indicated very large effects in those earlier studies (\( d = 1.18 - 23.77 \)). One fundamental difference between those studies and our study may explain the observed difference in effect sizes: while previous studies measured the CNV after the presentation of the crucial stimulus, we measured the CNV after the truth or lie cue, but before participants could determine the correct response. Therefore, whereas in earlier research the anticipation of truth telling and lying cannot be distinguished from stimulus processing and preparation of the already known correct response, CNV effects in our design only reflect the pure anticipation and preparation of truth telling and lying. Our results suggest that although deception effects on the CNV seem to be smaller after the removal of this confounding factor, the anticipation of deception still may lead to an enlarged CNV compared to the anticipation of truth telling. Note, however, that the effect was only marginally significant and that the large confidence intervals indicate that more research is needed to obtain more precise estimates. Also, a within-study comparison of both design types is needed to determine whether those differences can indeed explain the observed differences in effect sizes.

The CNV, and more specifically the late CNV, has been proposed to indicate various aspects of increased anticipatory cognitive load, as for instance increased working memory activity, increased motivation, and stronger outcome monitoring (e.g., Brunia & van Boxtel,
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2001; Brunia et al., 2012; Honda et al., 1996; McCallum & Curry, 1993; Wascher et al., 1996). These interpretations of the CNV fit well with the cognitive processes proposed to underlie successful deception. Interestingly, using a source analysis technique, Sun et al. (2011) identified the right inferior frontal gyrus, a brain region that has been proposed to be crucially involved in response inhibition processes (Aron et al., 2004), as possible generator of the enhanced late CNV in their study. This provides a further indication that inhibition of the prepotent truthful response might be crucially involved in the enlarged cognitive load in deception.

Interestingly in this context is our result that the P300 was significantly reduced during lying compared to truth telling (Hu et al., 2011; Johnson et al., 2003, 2005; Pfister et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2009). The P300 component has been shown to be influenced by cognitive load, and reduced P300 amplitudes have been observed in paradigms that required the division of attention between different tasks (Isreal et al., 1980a,b; Kramer et al., 1985; Wickens et al., 1983). The reduced P300 for lying compared to truth telling in paradigms with equal proportions has consequently been interpreted as reflecting the dual task character of lying: lying requires the truth to be kept active, monitored and at the same time inhibited (see also Crist et al., 2009; Vrij et al., 2011). In our data, the reduced P300 together with the enhanced CNV for lying compared to truth telling support the cognitive load hypothesis in lying. Note that whereas our and other previous studies revealed a reduced P300 for lying compared to truth telling in paradigms using equal proportions of truth telling and lying, ERP studies using the Concealed Information Test (CIT) usually observe an opposite result pattern (e.g., Verschuere et al., 2009). In those studies, participants typically respond truthfully on the majority of trials, whereas they deceive only on a small number of trials (usually around 10%). This oddball effect strongly increases P300 amplitudes and seems to override cognitive load effects of deception in the CIT.

The current study also employed three additional ERP components that have been proposed to index response conflict and response monitoring: the LRP, the N200, and the CRN. Based on the idea that the truth is initially activated and conflicts with the lie, we expected an initial LRP deflection towards the (incorrect) truth response in lie trials, and no deflection in truth trials (as e.g., in Flanker and Simon tasks; De Jong et al., 1994; Gratton et al., 1988; Sturmer et al., 2002). Neither the stimulus- nor the response locked LRP s showed such a deflection in lie trials (for the latter see appendix). Although visual inspection of the stimulus-locked grand average LRP waveforms revealed a flatter and slower rising waveform
in the lie compared to the truth condition, the differences were not statistically significant. Also the earlier onset of the stimulus-locked LRP in the truth compared to the lie condition of 17 ms was not significant (see appendix). As such we found no evidence for an initial activation of the truthful response before lying.

We did, however, find a significant deception effect on the N200 at FCz, with a more pronounced N200 for lying compared to truth telling. This finding replicates findings of Hu et al. (2011). One possibility why deception may increase the N200 but not affect the LRP may be that lying initially induces conflict, yet that this conflict does not translate to actual response activation of the truthful response: response activation may only start after the correct deceptive response has been determined (see also Gamer et al., 2012; Suchotzki et al., in press; Verschuere et al., 2012). A closer look at the time course of the N200 and the stimulus-locked LRP in our study may support this explanation. Whereas the N200 occurred between 200 and 350 ms, analyses on the onset latencies of the stimulus-locked LRP indicate that the LRP only started around 360 ms (see appendix).

Yet, given that other studies did also find evidence for an initial activation of the truth response, it may be too soon to dismiss this hypothesis. For instance, Duran et al. (2010) instructed participants to answer questions both truthfully and deceitfully by moving a Nintendo Wii Remote to “yes” or “no” - answers displayed on top of a screen. Tracking participants' arm movements, the authors observed a stronger deviation towards the not-chosen (truthful) response during deceitful responding. Similarly, in three experiments, Hadar et al. (2012) found larger motor-evoked potentials for truthful compared to deceptive responses during the preparation of deceptive responses, and no such response competition during the preparation of truthful responses. Both studies strongly indicate an initial motor activation for the truthful response during lying. Certain features of our study may explain the absence of the initial truth activation when lying: (1) We presented the lie/truth cue 1500 ms before the actual response, which may have enabled participants to prepare their lie responses and suppress the truth response more effectively. (2) Our mock crime questions were quite complex compared to stimuli used by Duran et al. (2010) and Hadar et al. (2012). We tried to decrease complexity and promote fast responding by presenting the beginning of the question and the truth/lie cues before the actual response was required, so that only the last word had to be processed before the response could be given. Yet, together with the control questions for the past and the intended crimes, the questions referred to four different crime scenarios. This complexity might have prevented any automatic response activation. In lie trials, participants
may strategically have waited with their response until they had determined the correct response. (3) The variance of RTs was greater in the lie condition compared to the truth condition (see also Johnson et al., 2004, 2005), which may have resulted in a more “jittered” stimulus-locked LRP in the lie condition and may also have “washed out” any incorrect lateralization after averaging both within and across participants. Therefore, under consideration of the points raised above, future studies might adapt the Sheffield Lie Test to increase sensitivity to initial truth activation, by using simpler questions, delivering the lie/truth cue at the same time as the crucial stimulus, and reinforcing truth telling, for instance by increasing the percentage of questions that have to be answered truthfully to 60% or 80% (Verschuere et al., 2011).

Regarding the CRN, we predicted a stronger CRN after lying than after truth telling. Yet, unexpectedly, we found a reversed effect (i.e., a smaller CRN after lying compared to truth telling). This result is inconsistent with previous results (Johnson et al., 2004, 2005; Johnson et al., 2008). However, although Kireev et al. (2008) and Dong et al. (2010) replicated the finding of a larger CRN for lying compared to truth telling, they also found that this deception CRN effect was influenced by task characteristics, and that it was reversed when participants were under the influence of alcohol. This provides a first indication that the CRN deception effect is malleable and sensitive to task characteristics. A possible explanation can be found in how we motivated participants to deceive (see also Verschuere & Shalvi, 2014). Participants were promised an extra reward for not revealing their guilt. Importantly, by promoting and rewarding successful lying, lie responses may have been perceived as the actual “correct” responses, whereas the truthful responses may have been perceived as the “incorrect” responses in the sense of being inconsistent with the goal of deceiving and earning the extra reward. Related to this explanation is a second possibility. Aside from error and conflict monitoring, the ERN has also been suggested to be sensitive to the emotional valence of errors (Aarts et al., 2013; Luu et al., 2000). Within this line of reasoning, smaller CRNs would correspond to a more positive evaluation of an action. Within our experiment, the reversed difference between the truth telling and lying CRN might therefore not only reflect less conflict during lying (as lying is the desired outcome), but also a more positive spontaneous evaluation of successful lying and a more negative spontaneous evaluation of successful (undesired) truth telling. In sum, the smaller CRN for lying than for truth telling may be explained by participants’ large motivation to deceive, which may have turned deceitful responses in the actual correct responses, or by the more positive evaluation of lie
responses due to the desired financial reward. These interpretations could be empirically tested by manipulating participants’ motivation to deceive and/or by measuring affect/valence connected with truthful or deceitful responding (e.g., by implementing an affective priming task within the Sheffield Lie Test similar to Aarts et al., 2013).

It would also be interesting for future research to follow up on the dissociation between N200 and CRN observed in the current study. The N200 and the CRN-related ERN have been hypothesized to be generated in the same neural source, the anterior cingulated cortex (ACC), and to be explained within the same theoretical framework (i.e., conflict-monitoring theory; Folstein & Van Petten, 2008; Van Veen & Carter, 2002). However, there are other studies that observed dissociations between the N200 and the ERN (Ridderinkhof et al., 2002; Swick & Turken, 2002), and it has been debated whether those dissociations can be accounted for by conflict-monitoring theory (Yeung & Cohen, 2006). It would be very interesting for future research to investigate how certain design characteristics (e.g., motivating participants) may differentially influence the N200 and the CRN during lying.

Our results have practical implications. Based on earlier results, the CNV was proposed as a ‘new indicator for lie detection’ (Fang et al., 2003). Yet, our results strongly indicate that effect sizes and even the direction of ERP deception effects seem to vary as a function of design and task characteristics and that such applied claims are premature. They should be treated with caution, before future research can clarify moderating factors of such deception ERP effects.

Our study has several limitations. In the Sheffield lie Test, participants are typically cued to either lie or tell the truth on different trials. This increases experimental control, yet restricts the interpretation of our data in two aspects. First, we cannot exclude that participants sometimes made deliberate ‘errors’. They may, for instance, sometimes lie instead of respond truthfully, in order to hide what they did and increase chances of obtaining the financial reward. The observed low error rate suggests that participants do not apply this strategy often. Also, by only taking correct responses in the RT and ERP analyses, we exclude trials on which this may have occurred. It would, however, be very interesting for future research to investigate whether participants in the Sheffield Lie Test indeed employ such a strategy, for instance by asking participants after error trials whether the errors were deliberate or intentional.
Second, there may be differences between instructed and self-chosen lying. Evidence so far is mixed. For instance, whereas the majority of research found larger CNVs for lying compared to truth telling (Dong & Wu, 2010; Fang et al., 2003; Sun et al., 2011), Panasiti et al. (2014) found the opposite effect in a design in which participants freely choose whether to lie or tell the truth to maximize financial gain. In this study, the Bereitschaftspotential (BP), which is an ERP component similar to the CNV, was larger for truth telling compared to lying. Also, in contrast to results of our study and the study of Hu et al., (2011), Pfister et al. (2014) recently found a larger N200 for truth telling compared to lying in a study in which participants freely choose whether to truthfully indicate the location of a knife in order to help a police officer. And as a final example, the larger P300 for truth telling compared to lying has consistently been found in studies using instructed lies (Johnson et al., 2003, 2005; Hu et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2009), yet not in all studies using freely chosen lies (e.g., Panasiti et al., 2014; Pfister et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2009). Design differences aside from instructed vs. self-chosen deception hinder comparisons between studies, and more research directly comparing both types of deception is needed (e.g., Wu et al., 2009).

To sum up, our results support the cognitive view on deception by indicating that lying comes at a higher cognitive cost, as suggested by the deception effects on the behavioral data, the CNV, and the P300. Evidence for the role of response conflict was mixed. Note that these effects were found for lying about past behavior (i.e., an executed mock crime), but also for future intended behavior (i.e., a planned mock crime), contributing to an emerging research line on lying about merely planned acts. Our findings also stipulate that more research is needed to clarify the specific cognitive processes that underlie the cognitive cost of lying and that those cognitive processes may, for instance, be moderated by participants’ motivation to deceive.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Method

Preprocessing of the response-locked LRP was identical to preprocessing steps 1-6. Additionally, (7) for the R-locked LRP, a baseline correction was performed (-200 ms to keyword), and epochs were segmented -1000 ms / +200 ms around the response. Then, trials were averaged for each experimental condition and left and right hand responses separately. For the response-locked LRP, the mean activity during the -300 to 0 ms interval before the response was calculated and analyzed.

To gain more information on possible differences between conditions in the duration of stimulus processing prior to response activation and the duration of response activation (before the overt response), the onsets of stimulus- and response-locked LRP were computed. To reduce the impact of high-frequency noise on the onset detection, additional filtering with a high cut-off of 8 Hz was applied before the LRP onsets were computed. The LRP onsets were computed using the jackknifing method (Miller et al., 1998; Smulders, 2010; Ulrich & Miller, 2001). The (relative) onset of the LRP was defined as the point in time in which activation exceeded -0.5 µV.

A.2. Results

A.2.1. Response-locked LRP

The grand average waveforms of the response-locked LRP revealed clear LRPs in all four conditions (Figure A.1.). Visual inspection suggested a slightly larger LRP with a longer interval between LRP onset and overt response in the lie conditions compared to the truth conditions.

- INSERT FIGURE A.1. ABOUT HERE -

The mean activity for the response-locked LRP in the interval between -300 and 0 was analyzed with a 2 (Deception: truth vs. lie) x 2 (Enactment: enacted vs. intended crime) MANOVA. The analysis revealed a marginally significant main effect of Deception, $F(1, 19) = 3.74, p = .068, d = 0.43, 95% CI [-0.03, 0.89]$, with the LRP in the lie condition being unexpectedly larger compared to the truth condition, and no significant main effect of Enactment, $F(1, 19) = 0.00, p = .973, d = 0.01, 95% CI [-0.43, 0.45]$. There was also no significant interaction effect, $F(1, 19) = 0.49, p = .493, f = 0.16$. 
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A.2.2. Onset latencies

A 2 (Deception: Truth vs. Lie) x 2 (Enactment: enacted vs. intended crime) MANOVA on the onset latencies of the stimulus-locked LRP\textsuperscript{s} revealed no significant main effects of Deception, $F(1, 19) = 0.03, p = .865, d = 0.04, 95\%$ CI [-0.40, 0.48] (Truth: $M = 349$ ms, $SD = 154$ vs. Lie: $M = 371$ ms, $SD = 516$; after keyword presentation), or Enactment, $F(1, 19) = 0.12, p = .730, d = 0.08, 95\%$ CI [-0.36, 0.52] (enacted crime: $M = 377$ ms, $SD = 98$ vs. intended crime: $M = 343$, $SD = 450$; after keyword presentation). Also the interaction effect was not significant, $F(1, 19) = 0.27, p = .609, f = 0.12$.

A 2 (Deception: Truth vs. Lie) x 2 (Enactment: enacted vs. intended crime) MANOVA on the onset latencies of the response-locked LRP\textsuperscript{s} revealed no significant main effects of Deception, $F(1, 19) = 2.22, p = .153, d = 0.33, 95\%$ CI [-0.12, 0.78] (Truth: $M = -219$ ms, $SD = 124$ vs. Lie: $M = -272$ ms, $SD = 91$; relative to response), or Enactment, $F(1, 19) = 0.02, p = .897, d = 0.03, 95\%$ CI [-0.40, 0.47] (enacted crime: $M = -244$ ms, $SD = 80$ vs. intended crime: $M = -248$, $SD = 106$; relative to response). Also the interaction effect was not significant, $F(1, 19) = 2.04, p = .170, f = 0.45$.

Note that in all analyses reported in the appendix, we also explored LRP results at FC3/FC4. Including the LRP at these electrodes in our analyses did not change the pattern of results.
**Figure 1.** Sheffield Lie Test adapted for the measurement of ERPs.
Figure 2. Grand average CNV waveforms at Fz, FCz, and Cz for each of the four experimental conditions. Values at the y-axis represent the activity in µV. Values at the x-axis represent the time (1 unit = 100 ms). For illustrative purposes, grand averages were additionally filtered with a high cut-off of 8 Hz.
Figure 3. Grand average stimulus-locked LRP waveforms at C3/C4 for each of the four experimental conditions. Values at the y-axis represent the activity in µV. Values at the x-axis represent the time (1 unit = 100 ms). Note that upward values represent correct response activation and downward values represent incorrect response activation. For illustrative purposes, grand averages were additionally filtered with a high cut-off of 8 Hz.
Figure 4. Grand average CRN waveforms at Fz, FCz, Cz, and Pz for each of the four experimental conditions. Values at the y-axis represent the activity in µV. Values at the x-axis represent the time (1 unit = 100 ms). For illustrative purposes, grand averages were additionally filtered with a high cut-off of 8 Hz.
Figure 5. Grand average N200 and P300 waveforms at Fz, FCz, Cz, Pz, and Oz for each of the four experimental conditions. Values at the y-axis represent the activity in µV. Values at the x-axis represent the time (1 unit = 100 ms). For illustrative purposes, grand averages were additionally filtered with a high cut-off of 8 Hz.
Figure A.1. Grand average response-locked LRP waveforms at C3/C4 and FC3/FC4 for each of the four experimental conditions. Values at the y-axis represent the activity in µV. Values at the x-axis represent the time (1 unit = 100 ms). Note that upward values represent correct response activation and downward values represent incorrect response activation. For illustrative purposes, grand averages were additionally filtered with a high cut-off of 8 Hz.